THE MUST FOR RUST - RUST REMOVER & INHIBITOR

Directions for Use:

IMPORTANT: Always test on an inconspicuous area first. For best results apply in ambient temperature of 70°F or above. On metal, maintain wet solution on surface to remove rust. Once the rust is dissolved, rinse or wipe the surface, and wait one hour or more before painting. Do not allow remover to dry on painted surfaces. For improved paint adhesion on clean metal surfaces, dilute remover 50/50 with water, apply solution, and rinse or wipe the surface. To use as a rust inhibitor on unpainted metal, allow the remover to dry on the surface after the rust is dissolved. The remover will then protect bare metal against rust for up to 12 months. Do not use on marble.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS: Remove oil and grease from the metal to be treated. Rinse the metal to break the surface tension and wash away loose dirt. Apply the remover by brush, spray or by dipping. Use plastic, glass or stainless steel containers. Disassemble units composed of moveable parts before cleaning. Clean parts and allow to dry before reassembling.

DISSOLVING RUST FROM IRON OR STEEL: Apply the remover as required to penetrate the rust. Chemical action begins at once. Cleaning time will vary according to the rust. Medium to light rust will be dissolved in 30 minutes or less, while heavier deposits may require a second application.

ALUMINUM/CHROME: Apply the remover to wet surface. Allow time to clean, then rinse away with clean water, and buff dry with a cloth.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this product please contact Krud Kutter customer support at (800) 466-7126
GALVANIZING: Where surface is unbroken, treat as suggested for aluminum. Where rust is showing at the surface, treat as for iron or steel. New galvanizing is properly prepared for painting by applying the remover and allowing to dry on surface.

BATHROOM/ SHOWER/TOILET CLEANER: Dissolves most calcium, lime and other hard water stains on porcelain, tile, fiberglass, and glass. Spray remover directly onto surface. Let sit for 5 minutes. Agitation with brush will speed penetration. Rinse away with water when stain is removed.

AUTO COOLING SYSTEMS: Removes oxides and rust when circulated in the system. When cleaning action is complete, flush system with fresh water and refill with coolant.

FIREARMS: Blueing is dissolved instantly by the remover.